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Agenda

Examination status
Overview of options and sources for retrieval

Patent registers (primary sources)



Work-Sharing opportunities through 
patent families

If same or similar invention was filed in several IPOs, e.g. a PCT application 
entered several national phases, the results/work products of substantive 
examination for these members of the patent family may be utilized for 
improving efficiency and quality

Types of family relations
Simple family (usually same invention; most likely similar description)
Extended family (at least similar invention; description may differ)
Technical family

Requires databases/platforms providing
Family information
Examination status; to check if examination is pending
File inspection: access examination work products



Status and life cycle stages of patents 
Pre-grant phase (before decision to grant or refuse/reject)

Pending
With request for examination 
Awaiting request for examination

Withdrawn by applicant
Deemed to be withdrawn, abandoned 
Rejected, refused by examiner

Grant phase (between publication of decision to grant and the entry into 
force of grant)

Intend to grant
Publication of grant
Opposition, reexamination, appeal

Post-grant phase (after the entry into force of grant and lapse of patent)
Lapsed
Reexamination, nullification, revocation, invalidation



Legal status
Status is related to legal events or actions as defined by the respective 
patent law and regulations of a particular jurisdiction

events > status changes over the lifetime of patents
jurisdiction > different definitions limit comparability; differing terminology

Essential for determining validity of protection, potential infringements, 
public domain
Less important for substantive examination purposes, except for

Work sharing: determining examination status at other IPOs and 
potential availability of work products

Status may change from one day to another
> National registers as primary (authoritative), up-to-date sources

https://register.epoline.org/espacenet/application?number=EP02797744&tab=doclist&lng=en


Data sources
Primary sources:  each jurisdiction defines how authoritative (official) patent 
information is published and the respective authority in charge

Individual versions/editions:
National publications of applications, grants, Gazettes

Continuous: Legal status, file wrapper

Secondary sources:  collect data from various primary sources and make it 
accessible through a single interface

Commercial patent databases (often include analysis tools)
Free-of-charge searchable patent databases:

hosted by some IPOs: Depatisnet, Espacenet, Patentscope
Derived from proprietary search systems

hosted by others: Google Patents, Patentlens,..



Primary sources: Patent registers

Provide up-to-date legal status information, i.e. whether
application/examination is pending
patent is in force, lapsed, …

Varying detailedness of data content
some include public file inspection

Regularly updated (daily in some jurisdictions)
However, in many countries no online register
see WIPO register portal website



> WO2008060725

Don’t confuse with 
ESPACENET

EP Register is a separate 
database covering only EP 

and WO applications

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/publicationDetails/biblio?II=0&ND=3&adjacent=true&bcId=2&locale=en_EP&return=true&FT=D&date=20080522&CC=WO&NR=2008060725A2&KC=A2




Example: Canadian Register

http://brevets-patents.ic.gc.ca/opic-cipo/cpd/eng/patent/2805819/summary.html?type=number_search&tabs1Index=tabs1_1


INPADOC: Secondary legal status source



Secondary legal status source

INPADOC data accessible through Espacenet is a secondary source of 
legal status data 
because the data are collected from the national registers, (primary) 
authoritative sources of legal status, put in a single database and made 
accessible through a single interface ('one-stop-shop')
Not necessarily up-to-date because it is not retrieved from the registers on 
the fly, but, for example, once a week
Only certain jurisdictions are covered



WIPO patent register portal



Thank you

lutz.mailander@wipo.int
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